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THE KENNETH M. PIPER LECTURESHIP SERIES
The Kenneth M. Piper Lectureship Series is dedicated to the memory
of Mr. Kenneth M. Piper, who made substantial contributions to the
fields of personnel management and labor relations during more than
two decades of service with Motorola, Inc. and Baush & Lomb, Inc.
The Lecture Series is funded by the Kenneth M. Piper Endowment,
established by a gift from Mrs. Kenneth M. Piper in memory of her
husband. Major Programs in labor law are presented each year at the
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CHICAGO KENT LAW REVIEW
Rise of the Contingent Workforce
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THE PIPER LECTURE
A. Contingent Workers’ Rights
Need a job? Contract work could be new normal
See e.g. supra
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B. “Interns Built the Pyramids”
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The Underground Intern Economy
supra
See Unpaid Interns, Complicit Colleges
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Id.
Elaws—Fair Labor Standards Act Advisor, Volunteers
Id.
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See Wisconsin Gov Scott Walker Signs Collective Bargaining Bill, Bypasses Sen
ate Democrats,
Teachers Distressed Over Wisconsin Collective Bargaining
see also Teacher Contracts Feel the
Recession
Wisconsin Teacher Retirements Double, Departures Come Just Before a Law
Raising Benefit Payments Takes Effect available at
Id.
Hilton Chicago Strike: Workers Protest ‘Cheap Recession Contracts’
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Surprise! Carmakers Are a Recovery Bright Spot
Id.
Id.
UAW Sues GM Over Retiree Health Care,
3rd Quarter Corporate Profits Reach Record High – Worker Pay Hits Record
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A. Wage Errors
See Top U.S. Corporations Post Record Profits,
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B. Misclassification of Workers
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C. International Problems in Workers’ Rights
See White House 2013 Budget Proposal Would Boost Funding for Many
Employment Related Programs, Agencies,
Id. referencing
Contracts Now Seen as Being Rewriteable
At Law Firms, Reconsidering the Model for Associates’ Pay
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Contract workers are the first to go
Recession: Temporary Employment is the New
Toast for Employers
Disposable Labour: Rights of Migrant Workers in South Korea
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The ripple effects of a large scale walkout
Kaiser Nurses Strike Over Cuts To Health Care, Retirement Benefits
http
Id.
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